We calculate the magnetic field dependence of Rabi rates for two-photon optical Raman processes in alkali atoms. Due to a decoupling of the nuclear and electronic spins, these rates fall with increasing field. At the typical magnetic fields of alkali atom Feshbach resonances (B ∼ 200G−1200G), the Raman rates have the same order of magnitude as their zero field values, suggesting one can combine Raman-induced gauge fields or spin-orbital coupling with strong Feshbach-induced interactions. The exception is 6 Li, where there is a factor of 7 suppression in the Raman coupling, compared to its already small zero-field value.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-photon "Raman" transitions act as an important control parameter in cold atom experiments. These optical transitions couple motional and internal degrees of freedom, mimicking important physical processes such as gauge fields [1, 2] and spin-orbital couplings [3] [4] [5] [6] . They have also been used as spectroscopic probes, for example allowing scientists to measure excitation spectra [7] [8] [9] . The most exciting future applications of these techniques will involve strongly interacting atoms near Feshbach resonances [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Here we study the Raman couplings as a function of magnetic field, quantifying the practicality of such experiments. We find that for relatively heavy atoms, such as 40 K, the Raman techniques are compatible with the magnetic fields needed for Feshbach resonances. Despite important experimental demonstrations [6] , lighter atoms, such as 6 Li are less promising, as the ratio of Raman Rabi frequency to the inelastic scattering rate is not sufficiently large. This problem is exacerbated by the magnetic field [20] .
We are interested in two-photon transitions which take an atom between two hyperfine states |g 1 and |g 2 . Optical photons only couple to electronic motion in an atom. Hence such Raman transitions rely on fine and hyperfine interactions. The former couple electronic spins and motion, and the latter couple nuclear spins to the electronic angular momentum. One expects that magnetic fields will reduce these Raman matrix elements, as the disparate Zeeman coupling of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom competes with the fine and hyperfine interactions. We find that at the typical magnetic fields of Feshbach resonance (B ∼ 200G−1200G [22] ), the Raman couplings are still quite strong. The exception is 6 Li, where there is a factor of 7 suppression, compared to its already small zero-field value.
A key figure of merit in experiment is the ratio of the Raman Rabi frequency to the inelastic scattering rate β ≡ Ω R /Γ ine . The inverse Rabi frequency gives the time required for an atom to flip between |g 1 and |g 2 , and the inverse inelastic scattering rate gives the average time between photon absorption events, which leads to heating. For equilibrium experiments on Raman-dressed atoms, one needs Ω R ∼ µ/ ∼ kHz, where µ is the chemical potential. A typical experiment takes one second. Thus if β 10 3 , the inelastic light scattering has a large impact. As argued by Spielman [23] , both of these rates at sufficiently large detuning limit are proportional to the laser intensity and inversely proportional to the square of the detuning. We numerically calculate this ratio as a function of magnetic field, including all relevant singleparticle physics. We also explore the detuning dependence of this ratio.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we estimate the ratio of the Raman Rabi frequency to the inelastic scattering rate in the absence of magnetic field for various alkali atoms. In Sec. III, we calculate the magnetic field dependence of electric dipole transitions: We introduce the single-particle Hamiltonian in Sec. III(A), and in Sec. III(B) we introduce the formal expression of the electric dipole transitions. The analytical discussions and numerical results are elaborated in Sec. III(C) and Sec. III(D). In Sec. IV, we calculate the ratios for 23 Na, 40 K, 85 Rb, 87 Rb and 133 Cs, and further study 6 Li and explore how the ratio depends on detuning. Finally we conclude in Sec. V.
II. RAMAN COUPLING
We consider a typical setup of a Raman experiment, as shown in Fig. 1 : Two hyperfine ground states |g 1 and |g 2 with energies E g , are coupled to a pair of excited multiplets {|e µ , |e ν } by two lasers, where the coupling strengths are characterized by the Rabi frequencies Ω 1 and Ω 2 . The states |e µ and |e ν are states in the J = 1/2 and J = 3/2 manifolds, with energies E µ and E ν , and the energy difference
ω, characterizes the energy mismatch between the laser frequency f = ω/2π and the atomic "D1" transition. Within such a setup, the two lasers couple |g 1 and |g 2 via two-photon transitions, and the Raman Rabi frequency, which characterizes the (Raman) coupling strength, is
where the optical Rabi frequency Ω iǫ = Ei· gi|d|eǫ with electronic dipole d = er, characterizes the individual transition element between the ground state |g i and the excited state |e ǫ (i = 1, 2 and ǫ = µ, ν). In our following calculations, we assume |g 1 and |g 2 are the lowest two ground states.
This expression can be simplified by noting that the ground state quadrupole matrix element g i |d a d b |g j = 0 unless i = j and a = b (a, b = x, y, z). This reflects the spherical symmetry of the electron wavefunction, and the fact that the electronic dipole does not couple to spin. Inserting a complete set of exited states, we find µ Ω 1µ Ω 2µ + ν Ω 1ν Ω 2ν = 0, allowing us to write Eq.
(1) solely in terms of the matrix elements for the D1 line,
It is thus clear that
The inelastic scattering rate that emerges from the spontaneous emission of the excited states is
where γ denotes the decay rate of these excited states. For ∆ ≫ A f , this rate scales as Γ ine ∼ γ/∆ 2 . Explicit calculations show that to a good approximation β ≡ Ω R /Γ ine ≈ β e ≡ A f /12 γ for ∆ ≫ A f . The factor of 1 12 can crudely be related to cancellation of terms of opposite signs in the expression for Ω R . As an illustration, we show A f , γ, and β e for various alkali atoms in Tab. I. We also present results of our numerical calculation of β. The details of this calculation will be given in Sec. III. As seen from the table, the heavier atoms have more favorable ratios (β 10 6 Li can be improved by a factor of 2.2 by using the 3p states. Similar gains are found for laser cooling schemes using these states [25] .
III. MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE OF ELECTRIC DIPOLE TRANSITIONS
In this section we will calculate Ω iǫ and its dependence on the magnetic field. In the following section we will use these results to calculate Ω R and Γ ine .
A. Single-particle Hamiltonian
Fixing the principle quantum number of the valence electron, the fine and hyperfine atomic structure of an alkali in a magnetic field is described by a coupled spin Hamiltonian
where
Here the vectors L and S are the dimensionless orbital and spin angular momentum of the electron, and I is the angular momentum of the nuclear spin. The coefficients c f and c hf 1 , c hf 2 are the fine structure constant and hyperfine structure constants, which were measured in experiments [24, 26] . µ B is the Bohr magneton and g L , g S , g I are the Lande g-factors.
For 6 Li, the Zeeman splitting energy is E B ∼ (2π ) × 5GHz at the magnetic field of the wide Feshbach resonance B = 834G [22] . This splitting is comparable to the fine structure constant c f ∼ (2π ) × 7GHz. For other heavier atoms where E B ≪ c f ∼ (2π ) × 1THz, the fine structure interaction is robust against the magnetic field, and we can appropriate the Hamiltonian as
with the vector J = L + S. The Hamiltonian (4) can be diagonalized in the basis |Lm L m S m I , where {m L , m S , m I } are the z-components of {L, S, I}, and the eigenstate |LQ can be expanded as
where Q labels the eigenstate, and C Q mLmSmI corresponds to the eigenvector. We will use these coefficients to calculate the electric dipole transition in the following subsections.
B. Formal expressions
, where r q is the position operator, expressed as an irreducible spherical tensor: q = −1, 0, 1 correspond to σ − , π, σ + polarized light. Note that the electric dipole er q does not directly couple to the electric spin m S or the nuclear spin m I , and D q is of the form
Using the WignerEckart theorem, we obtain
where L||er||L ′ is the reduced matrix element, indepen-
Combining Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), we obtain the electric dipole transition between two eigenstates |LQ and
where the coefficients C Q mLmSmI are defined by Eq. (8).
C. Analytical discussions
While C Q mLmSmI can be numerically calculated by extracting the eigenvector of the Hamiltonian, in some regimes the problem simplifies, and C Q mLmSmI corresponds to a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. In this subsection we discuss these simple limits.
In a weak magnetic field such that the Zeeman splitting energy E B ≪ c hf , the electronic angular momentum and the nuclear spins are strongly mixed. Here Q corresponds to the three quantum numbers {J, F, m F }, where F is the quantum number associated with the total hyperfine spin F = J + I, and m F labels the magnetic sublevels. In this limit C In an extremely strong magnetic field such that E B ≫ c f , the electronic spins and the electronic orbital angular momentum are decoupled, and Q corresponds to {m L , m S , m I }, with C Q mLmSmI = δm L mL δm S mS δm I mI . In this case, the dipole transition element obeys D
, and states with disparate nuclear or electronic spin projections are not coupled by the lasers. In short, the large fields polarize the electronic spins and nuclear spins, making them robust quantum numbers which cannot be influenced by optical fields.
D. Numerical results
Here we numerically calculate D In Fig. 3 , we plot β as a function of the magnetic field for various alkali atoms at ∆ = (2π ) × 100THz ≫ A f , where we assume |g 1 and |g 2 are the lowest ground states, and the two lasers with σ + and π polarized light have an equal intensity. We see that although the ratios decrease with the magnetic field, they are still quite appreciable at B ∼ 200G−1200G, suggesting that the Raman experiment and strong Feshbach-induced interactions are compatible. Given that 6 Li is in a different regime than the other alkalis, it is convenient to discuss its properties separately. Analyzing Eqs. (5)-(6), without making the approximations inherent in Eq. (7), yields the transition rates in Fig. 4 . Looking at the blue (dashed) curve in Fig. 4(a) , we see at the large detuning, the ratio of the Raman Rabi rate to the inelastic scattering rate for 6 Li decreases faster than those for the heavier atoms in Fig. 3 . This rapid fall-off can be attributed to the much weaker coupling between the electronic and nuclear spins in 6 Li. At the magnetic field of Feshbach resonance B = 834G [22] , β is suppressed by a factor of 7. At small detuning ∆ the ratio β changes non-monotonically with the magnetic field, as Γ ine decreases faster than Ω R . In Fig. 4(b) , we see that β increases rapidly for small ∆ and levels out at large ∆. There is an optimal detuning near ∆ ≈ A f , where β has a maxima. The peak value of β, however, is only marginally larger than its large ∆ asymptotic value. Moreover, the peak is further reduced as B increases.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we comprehensively studied the Raman Rabi rates of alkali atoms in the presence of a magnetic field. While the ratio of the Raman Rabi frequency to the inelastic scattering rate decreases with the magnetic field, the suppression is not significant for most alkali atoms at the typical fields of the Feshbach resonance.
